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NOTICE
OF
ELECTION
Student Council
Positions Available:
4 HEALTH
SCIENCE
,t1
4 INDUSTRIAL
3 APPLIED ARTS
2 TECHNOLOGY
2 ADULT BASIC ED.
1 TEACHER EDUCATION
Nomination
forms available
in the Student
Association office DM-20.
Deadline for n •urination forms:
Friday, September 21st at 4:00 p.m.

RED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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The -.Projector
New Director Appointed Soon
by Peter Schoedter

Red River Cominunity College will soon have the vacant
position of college director
filled, said Dr. Terry Morrison, chairman of the selection committee.
The position was left vacant
by the resignation of Brian
Angood a year ago and has
until now been filled by Acting
Director Cy Howard.
"The reason for the long
delay in hiring a new
director," said Morrison,
"was because of a hiring
freeze imposed on all government departments".
In May of this year, the hiring freeze was eased enough so
that the process of finding a
new director for R.R.C.C.
could be started. At that time
an advertisement was placed in
all the major papers in
Canada.
Morrison said that the ad
which ran from May through
June received forty applications. A selection committee,
consisting of representatives
from: R.R.C.C. faculty &
students, business, labour,
education, womens' groups,
social welfare and the provincial government, then reviewed
the applications and chose
seven people for interviews.

When asked who the final
applicants were, Morrison
replied that "the information
was confidential". He could
say, however, that three were
from Manitoba and four were
from out-of-province.
Once the final applicants
were chosen, they were invited
to appear before the committe
in person. The four out-ofprovince applicants were
flown in at the expense of the
selection committee.

Morrison said it would be
difficult to give a total cost for
selecting a new director
because of the free time given
by committee members.
"Without this generous
contribution of time and effort by the committee
members, the entire process
would have been very difficult".
When asked if any recommendations had been submitted to the Minister of Education, Morrison again replied
"that is confidential information".
However, a source in the
Minister's office hinted that
the committee's recommendation is now before Cabinet and
that an announcement may be
made in 2 or 3 weeks.
Morrison said that the new
director would be expected to
take a major leadership role in
education.
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As students of Red River
Community College, you have
probably asked yourselves this
question, especially while you
were paying for your tuition,
"What Do I Get?"
What do I get for paying out
40 dollars to the Students'
Association. What sort of
craziness, excitement, and fun
can I get?, When can I get it?,
and How much can I get?
Well, how much you want
depends on the amount you
are willing to go out and get
involved. We don't ask for
much except your presence
and your attention.
When can you get it? We
will give you the times and
dates of each event two or
more weeks in advance. Just
watch the television screens,
the student newspaper, and
the bulliton boards.
The 40 dollars a year (or 2
dollars a month) can be
broken down like this:
Twenty dollars is put
towards the planned Student
Union Building project. This
is a commitment made by the
past four generations of student executives. It seems that
every year students, (we're
talking alot of students here)
bitched that this college lacked

individual study space, group
study space, a general socializing area, a decent lounge with
comfortable chairs, and the
list goes on. The only logical
solution was to build our own
building, with our own space,
and the ability to do with it
what we want.
The other 20 dollars is put
towards:
- free noon hour concerts
featuring top name talent
from in and out of the city.
- guest speakers involving
topics from politics to comedy
(personally no difference),
such people to come here
were: Graham Chapman
(Monty Python fame), Peter
Pocklington, Russell Doern &
Leo Robert, and Peter Warren.
- free noon hour entertainment
with mime artists, comedians,
art shows, business shows, and
group exhibits. .
- a satellite receiver picked up
various T.V. signal . from
drama to video rock, with a
recently installed stereo
receiver for superb sound.
- a copy of the year's
memories, the yearbook.
- a telephone listing of every
student enrolled in the fulltime courses.
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Hot on the trail of College Director.

College News
by Rick Major
Minister
Education
Maureen Hemphill has
reported that there are many
adults today who require

What Do You Get?
by Brian Pelletier
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- a copy of the handbook or if
you like, "The Survival
Guide", providing you with
all the rules you can and cannot break.
- as many copies as you want
of the bi-weekly publication,
the Projector.
- a student radio station,
CMOR, which is run by you,
the students.
- the A.T.O. ticket office for
college and community events.
- the Crazy Ox campus store,
an SA enterprise.
- a housing referral system for
students.
- a loans office for SA
recognized campus clubs.
- a voice for student concerns
to the administration, provincial, and federal authorities.
- several student fees funded
projects, such as: the tuitorial
center (students earn money
by teaching other students),
the North Gym weight and
Physio-theraphy rooms, and
two no charge telephones in
the tower lounge.
- last of all, the infamous Red
River Beer Bashes and socials.
What's life all about with
out these, right! The Student
Association, however, is
always open to other suggestions for new programs or
events you wish to set up or see
get set up.

retraining.
Many of these adults, who
for social, economic, or
cultural reasons, did not have
the opportunity to pursue
post-secondary training.
"The majority of students
enrolled in comminity college
evening courses are adults who
are returning to school to
upgrade their skills and
knowledge in a specific field,
or to get the education they
couldn't get earlier".
Her department is committed to the Post-Secondary
Adult and Continuing Education (PACE) Division started
last year. Hemphill wants to
make post-secondary educations accessible both in terms
of regional access and to
groups such as part-time
students, native people and the
unemployed.
Community
college
enrollments are expected to be
the same as they have been for
the past several years — about
14,000 full-time day course,
adult basic education course,
and other special short course
registrations, as well as 20,000
evening course registrations
during the one-year period.

the help of a. computerized
system, 7,000 applications
have already been processed.
Bursary assistance and loan
rebates should be processed
quickly also, and students
should be notified within the
first two months of the year
(as long as they have applied
early enough).
Hemphill explained that improvements had to be made.
Many students last year raised
concerns about the length of
time they had to wait.
"This year students were
given all the information they
needed in the fall to budget for
the entire school year and
arrange for any additional funding they might require,"
Hemphill added.

New processing procedures
have helped provide student
aid information when it is
most needed by
the
students — at the beginning
of the year.
Education
Minister
Maureen Hemphill reports
that there has been a marked
improvement in the processing
of application this year. With
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NEWS CONT.
Bumper-to-Bumper Blues
by Barbara Lawton

Last year at this time, a
rumour concerning the sale of
parking decals circulated
through Red River Community College. That same rumour
seems to have resurfaced and
is once again spreading
through the hallowed halls of
our institution.
"Can't find a parking spot?
Well, it's no wonder — they've
oversold again."
According to Bookstore
Manager Peggy Farrow, under
whose jurisdiction the sale and
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distribution of parking
privileges falls, the rumours
are anything but true. In fact,
although all the spots in power
locations have been sold, there
are still several permits for
parking in no-power locations
still available.
"We've never oversold,"
says Farrow. "If we get three
refunds for spots in the parking lots with power, three
openings are posted as being
available that week. It's very
tightly controlled."
Then why are some students
who hold valid parking decals
having trouble finding a place
to park in the designated student parking areas? Could it
be that illegally-parked
vehicles are being ignored by
parking lot commissionaires?
"We tell them to start
ticketing on September 17,"
says Farrow. "But sometimes
Administration says hold off
on that to give all students a
chance to purchase their
decals."

However, according to
RRCC Security Division Head
Ernie Marion, vehicles which
fail to display the appropriate
decal are already being issued
warnings. Licence plate
numbers of such vehicles are
recorded and repeating offenders are issued tickets. Any
problems in locating parking
spots should be quickly
eliminated now that ticketing
of vehicles has begun.

"We have to charge for
September, though, because
the rate is so low to begin
with," says Farrow.

For the first time, advance
applications through the mail
were accepted, and encouraged, this year. According to
Farrow, the new system works
extremely well.
"Two-thirds of all parking
decals were sold before classes
commenced. It's a very good
system."
Students who have thus far
been unable to obtain power

You Can Eat Off the
Floors
But Not the Tables
they don't seem to actually
polish the floors. The space
behind the polishers looks exactly the same as the floor yet
to be polished. Indeed one of
the miracles of the college.
Another of our miracles

Picture this — it's first thing
in the morning and you're innocently waiting in line for a
cup of coffee. Suddenly a huge
machine comes roaring down
the hall steered by a maniac
driver. As the monster races
closer, you think to yourself,
"That guy surely won't run
over me. He sees me standing
here and he'll move the
machine and avoid me." But
no, the machine and driver
don't swerve to miss you and
you become yet another victim
of the Floorpolisher That Ate
Red River.
The above scenario may be
a slight exaggeration. The
floorpolishers do exist and
really do inhabit the halls of
Red River. They can be seen at
most times of the day moving
up and down and back and

Some may think it unfair
that students must pay for the
entire month of September
when decals are required only
for the latter half of the
month.

And it is low — especially
when compared to the University of Manitoba's student
parking rate of $112 for seven
months. This translated to $16
per month, more than double
the $7 monthly rate charged
for parking in spots with electrical outlets at RRCC.

EDITORIALS

occurs in the washrooms. It
appears that every time a student enters one of the

washrooms he or she comes
upon one of the numerous
cleaning staff
doing
something. They have been
observed wiping the mirrors,
the sinks and the counters, but
some of the washrooms still
look pretty grimy. This is called the miracle of the cloth that
never cleans.
You May have also noticed
the tight teamwork the cleaning staff use. One person is
sweeping or polishing in the
halls while his partner is either
leaning on a mop watching

forth. The mystery of these
mechanical wonders is that

him or just following along
behind. Perhaps they are
afraid of being mugged by the
students.
A few areas of the college
don't benefit from this 'it
takes two to do the job of one'
attitude. These areas are the
ones that should be the
cleanest — the cafeterias. The
tables are usually littered with
empty cups, wrappers and
other garbage, generally making them an unpleasant place
to eat. The serving personnel
are kept busy just handing out
the food. They don't have
time to clean the tables. But
what about the others?
Would it be possible to shift
some workers from the
polishing of halls to the useful
task of making the cafeterias
presentable? It would probably take a miracle and the
Pope's gone home.

Red River Community College has three eating places.
One is aptly named Buffalo
Palace.
The patrons don't act like
buffalos. It's just hard not to
notice garbage on the tables!
This is my first year at the college and' I've heard this is an
on-going problem. I'm not
saying I'm a clean and neat
freak. I don't always make my
bed in the morning. I might
leave an empty coffee mug on
the coffee table or even leave
dirty supper dishes overnight;
but, at least they're in the kitchen piled in the sink.
The cafeteria is a very busy
place. At noon, there is always

a seating problem. Part of the
problem is that one table in
each row is usually covered
with dirty cups, plates and
napkins. It wouldn't be so bad
if there was a lack of garbage
containers and racks to put
empty trays on. They're lined
up against the wall!
Another problem is that
quite a few students use tables
for studying. There are other
places in the building to study
and do homework.
There are also better places
in the school to play cards
than at Buffalo Palace!
We all know Buffalo Palace
may not be the most elegant
place; but, at least, let's try to
make it an eating place.

Wonder Where the
Money is Going?

permits still have the chance to
do so — but the spots are
definitely limited. Every
Wednesday at 2 p.m., a sign
which lists the number of permits available in power and
no-power locations is posted
on the bookstore window.
Spots become available when
students quit, join car pools,
or find they no longer have the

use of a car. The following
Thursday morning, the permits are sold on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Farrow advises interested students to
come early.
"The bookstore opens at
eight, but line-ups often start
as early as seven o'clock. In
the wintertime, even as early
as six a.m."

To those students who may
still be confused as to why
there are numbers on the parking decals, please note that the
numerical designation does
not refer to a particular parking spot. All student parking is
on a scramble basis. The
numbers on the decals are control numbers only — not spot
numbers.

by Dave Lindberg
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Letters
To The
Editor

Editor: (The Projector)

In the wake of the recent
federal election, Canadians
should grab a good dictionary
and look up the meanings of
DEMOCRACY and TECH-

If you want to state your
opinion on an issue, send
a letter to the Editor.
Drop your letter off in
the Projector file at the
S.A. office.

NOCRACY.

Women, Protect Yourself
by Diane Perry
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by Diane Perry

Students are having parking problems.

Winston Smith
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Beefin' About
the Buffalo

Violent crimes against
women have sharply increased
in the last few years. The
outlook for the future does
not appear to be much better.
One way to reduce the number
of such crimes is self-defense.
Fraser Murie, owner of a
Taekwondo club in Fort
Garry, instructs the Women's
Self Defense Course at
R.R.C.C. He has been actively
involved with teaching for
seven years.
"My program will not teach
you how to reduce a 275
pound man to a whimpering
child with a quick flick of the
hand. It would be possible if
you were Wonder Woman or
if you used a grenade," said
Murie. "This belief may
disappoint women; however,
it is an honest and realistic approach."
"For proficiency in selfdefence, hundreds of hours of
serious practice would be

required." added Murie. "This

may not be necessary if your
techniques are a series of surprise moves, rehearsed and
done quickly with good body
mechanics to catch the
assailant off guard, allowing
time for escape."
"There are no short-cuts to
training." said Murie. "You
must learn techniques step-bystep until they become conditioned reflex. You also must
be able to perform techniques
under stressful condition."
Self-defense is not only the
ability to fight off an attacker.
The main part of self-defense
is an awareness that an attack
could take place anywhere, at
any time of the day. Learning
to avoid dangerous and potentially dangerous situations is a
great part of the course.
Included will be a series of
lectures dealing with mental
awareness, home and car
security and defense, walking
the streets, riding in elevators
safely, personal and commercial weapons, and vulnerable
parts of the body.

Lessons will be tailored to
fit the individual thus allowing
each student to progress at her
own speed.

The physical aspect of selfdefense will be a combination
of taekwondo, karate, and
judo including physical contact as well as teaching techniques designed specifically for
women. Techniques such as
using all muscles from a
balanced position, ability to
attack an opponent's weakest
spot, using an opponent's
weight to your advantage,
using surprise and speed, and
keeping a clear mind during
confrontation, will be
developed throughout the
course.
Instruction and practice of
these techniques will be done
methodically, and new techniques will be introduced only
after you have mastered the
lessons taught previously.
The Women's Self-Defense
Course started on September
25, but feel free to drop by the
South Gym to enroll.
Lessons will be held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. and time is
available on Saturdays for
additional practice and instruction.
Wear something loose and
comfortable such as a sweat
suit or jogging outfit and running shoes.

We are part of your community and we want you to learn military skills
as member of a SERVICE BATTALION during your time off.
Join us on selected nights and weekends for a challenging and
rewarding experience.

Earn while you learn with us
17 (Winnipeg) Service Battalion offers part-time paid
employment as drivers, maintenance technicians, cooks,

supply technicians, Military Policemen and clerks. We
train ALL personnel. There are limited openings for officer candidates in the Reserve Entry Scheme For Officers
program.

Contact Capt. B. Joyal, 775-6055.

Hi, how are ya? What you
have started to read was
originally going to be a little
column on what's new around
the college. You know a small
list of things that have
changed, so second' year
students can find them and
first year students don't take
them for granted (we third
year and over students have to
fend for ourselves).
I was going to mention such
new innovations as the proposed Bank of Commerce
instant-tellers, that are going
to be installed in the Courtyard Cave, and the convenient "Red River College"
route signs on the transit
buses. Although it doesn't
mean much, especially to
those who've paid $70.00 but
can't find a parking stall, I
was also going to mention the
fact that all the fences in the
parking lots have been painted
a nice shade of brown. And
speaking of home improvements, the Courtyard, which
was nearly condemned last
year, is now safe for humans
to inhabit once again.
Of course right after all
that, I was going to slip in all
the "stuff" that the Students'
Association has done over the
summer. But, I was going to
mention the "stuff" that we
did in such a way that it would
have been informative but not
horn blowing.
Unfortunately, last week, a
former classmate for whom I
have always had a great deal
of respect for, (and still do)
rather indignantly asked
"well, what has the Students'
Association done for me?"
Hold your ears, because the
horn blowing is about to
begin. If you or anyone you
know is wondering how your
student fees are being spent,
read on.

The paper you are now
reading eats up well over
$10,000 of our student fees.
The Student Survival Guide
was good for about two grand.
The upcoming Student
Telephone Directory will
probably be worth that much
as well. The new stereo
speakers in the Tower Lounge
so that we can all enjoy MTV
and movies without distortion,
were purchased with student
fee money. If you attended the
free barbeque on September
14, and listened to the band
then, or if you caught Cinema,
or Tom and Angela you may
have noticed, nobody asked
for a ticket or expected any
donations. It costs money to
run CMOR, albeit not much,

but if you've ever listened to
CMOR, and enjoyed it, you
could consider some of your
student fees well spent.
If you're really concerned
about how our student fees are
being spent for us, then maybe
you should HAVE donated
two minutes of your time to
get your picture taken for the
yearbook. The Yearbook will
account for nearly twenty
G-notes of our student fees.
My advice to those of you who
are feeling cheated, is this, instead of going to the bar at
noon-hour, why not stay at
school and enjoy some free
entertainment?
However, you might not
have appreciated any of the
entertainment and/or events
that have been presented so far
this year. If that is the case,
Steve Maitland, the Programmer for the college always
welcomes any suggestions that
you may have (pg. 5 Survival
Guide). Besides, the doors of
the Students' Association are
always open to you, so that
you may discuss any and all of
your concerns. Remember, we

are all in this together.
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Do You Wanna Get Paid
While Learning A Trade?
by Dave Lindberg
How many times have you
applied for a job but were
turned down because you
didn't have any experience?
The big question is, how can
you get any experience if no
one will hire you? Well, the
recruiting officer at Minto Armouries has the answer to that
question, join the 17th Winnipeg Service Battalion. The
17th Winnipeg Service Battalion is a militia unit that is
currently in need of a number
of people with a wide range of
abilities.
Before you get all upset
about carrying a gun around
or worry about being a soldier
on the front line you should
realize two things. Firstly, being in the militia is like being a
part-time soldier, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings to be exact.
Secondly, the 17th Winnipeg
Service Battalion is a supply
unit, not a fighting unit. Their
job is to get the "beans and
bullets" to the combat units
and let them do the fighting.
In order to keep the supplies
moving, a vital area within the
battalion is transport. The
mainstay of the Transport Coy
(the military abbreviation for
company) is the new Multi
Logistic Vehicle Wheeled or
the MLVW (affectionately
referred to as the Mighty
Large VolksWagen). The
MLVW is really just a fancy
army term for a two-and-ahalf ton truck. However, in
order for the Transport Coy to
function properly, they need
drivers.
Drivers should have a basic
understanding of how to
operate a large truck and will
eventually be instructed on
how to operate the vehicle in
all types of terrain. Drivers
will also be taught how to
drive in a convoy at night with
lights out. After all, why use
the cover of darkness if the
headlights give you away?

Due to the circumstances
surrounding the use of
military vehicles, it's obvious
that mechanics, especially
diesel mechanics, are always
needed close-by. Maintenance
technicians (better known as
mechanics) perform • what is
called "first line" repairs to
vehicles in the field. "First
line" repairs include just
about anything needed to keep
the vehicles working until they
can be thoroughly serviced
back at base.

If transport or maintenance
isn't of interest to you, maybe
communications is. People
who can operate a radio are
always needed, because when
in the field it's the radio
operators who are the nerve
centre for the complete operation of the battalion.

Members of the 17th Winnipeg Service Battalion set-up
camp, and prepare for a day of field-training near
Hadashville, MB.

Make no mistake about it,
the 17th Winnipeg Service Battalion is an equal opportunity
employer. However, the area
of interest to many women is
in the Administration and
Supply Coys. In the Administration Coy, secretaries
and bookkeepers are in great
demand because the government requires mountains of
paperwork to keep tabs on
equipment and to make requisitions. Because of all this
paperwork, secretaries are an
integral part of the militia.

The Supply Coy uses
secretaries and bookkeepers to
issue and record what goes in
and out of the equipment
stores at Minto.
One aspect of the military
that is almost always
overlooked is, who feeds the
troops? How many times have
you seen John Wayne eat in a
war flick? Nevertheless, the
militia treats cooks as a hot
commodity (pun intended!).
Anyone who has experience or
may be training as a cook will
most likely find themselves
more than welcome. When the
unit goes into the field on
training exercises there's
nothing they appreciate more
than a good meal. Besides, the
better the cook, the better the
unit protects you!
Also included under the
banner of the 17th Winnipeg
Service Battalion is Military
Police. Although the Military
Police don't offer any RRCC
course-related training or experience, they are always looking for recruits who are interested in becoming an MP.
Unlike what you see on
M.A.S.H., the Military Police
spend most of their time planning and guiding convoys, doing route reconnaissance and
providing security. From time
to time they are asked to assist
the regular force Military
Police.
The militia can be an exciting way to earn some money
and gain practical experience
while attending RRCC. In past
years we've had students who
were on student council and
disc jockeys at CMOR as well
as being actively involved with
the militia, so you don't have
to worry about any drop in
your grade point average.
So if you've been wondering
how to get experience while
you work, the 17h Winnipeg
Service Battalion might be
your answer. If you're interested call Captain B. Joyal
at 775-6055 and she'll be happy to answer any questions
you may have. You never
know. You may find there's
no life like it!

After a busy day, even militia types like to wrap things up
with a little relaxing.
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Playground
by David Kosowan
Playground X is known to
be one of the more popular
bands currently riding on the
Winnipeg bar scene, and so far
are finding the road rather
smooth.
This five piece unit,
specializing in contemporary
dance oriented, techno-pop,
consists of drummer Kevin
Swan, synth grinder Dave

Mennell, guitarist Allan Hunnie, bassist Russ Goozee (occasional synth vocals) and
lead vocalist, also on synth
piano, Reg Mennell.
Friday night, yours truly
went DOWN to Broadway's
(Hotel Fort Garry) to see what

ference between the originals
(and the cover songs)."
As it went, this REC EXEC
bought these guys some studio
time. The results? "Our
music, as synthesized as it
sounds, or as it looks, has got
KICK, it doesn't sound like
you typical electronic
YAZOO."
They all expressed how different live vs. studio playing
with Al summing it up, "You
lay down your part, you'll like

everyone on the dance floor
and even those who sit and
watch.

Reg said, "We want to find
a groove. A niche that we can
work with that is gonna make
us happy on stage and make
everyone else happy who watches us."
When we're on stage, we're
in our own little environment,
and it's called Playground X

(for anyone who wondered)
and we don't care. We're doing our thing."

The phone rings, the
elevator is waiting, down to do
the 2nd set. Nice bunch of
chaps they are, good band too.

Check them out, it's recommended. Not only by them,
but by yours truly.
Oh yeah, the 2nd and 3rd
sets were great straight
through to the last encore. The
band stayed consistent with
their nonstop mixture of dance
covers and originals. Attempting to cover a field with a
playground. . .Playground X.

A Little Lunch Music

an evening with Playground X
has to offer. An immediate

by Laura-Lee Saranchuk

seat was not on the list of offerings.
Songs such as "Send Me an
Angel" - Real Life "Safety
Dance" - Men Without Hats,
were among the popular dance
no.'s which made for a packed
dance floor and a satisfying
first set. Afterwards I went to
have a chat with the boys up
on the 8th floor.
After the formal intro's, I
asked them, "What makes
you do the songs that you
do?" (which they do do well).
"The covers we do mesh
with our own material," said
Reg. "They (cover songs) give

So, you've been wondering
about Red River's so-called
great radio station; CMOR.
If it's so great, why isn't
anyone on the air half the
time, you might ask.
The scarcity of deejays at
CMOR was only a temporary
situation. Last week voices
from all areas of study were
being chosen to grace the air
waves.
Now CMOR presents music
evey hour on the hour. Except
for the noon hour shows, the
programming is deejay's
choice. CMOR management

us the time and money to do
what we want. To pursue our
goals. Our underlyinb goal is
to be able to experiment with
the most obscure ideas we
possess."
Keg said, "We all write
songs. Songwriting is a game,
getting in touch with your
soul. Recently, someone from
a record company came to see
us and didn't know the dif-

what you're doing, but later
on you might listen to it and
think 'WOW, I should have
done this, or. . ."'
What makes the band click?
Dave was quick to reply, "An
excellent monitor mix." Then
Kevin said, "When you know
your band's progressing, it
makes it fun to play. As soon
as you know you band is
regressing it starts to be a
drag."
They do look like they're
having fun and so does

enforces only one unbendable
rule; no severe heavy metal
before 10 a.m. This is more of
a merciful courtesy.
As previously mentioned,
the noon hour shows are formatted as follows:
Monday - Brent "The
Amazing Maze" Mazurthe best cuts from the
new releases at CMOR.

Tuesday - Barry Michaelsrequests and dedications.
Wednesday - Dave
Gorden-the rock classics.
Thursday - Dave LindbergNon-Metal Music Fun
Hour.
Friday - Bill Kuz-the

weekly CMOR top ten
count down.
The attitude of these
format-happy guys is aptly
expressed by Dave Lindberg;
"If you're a head banger or
hardcore Iron Maiden Fan, go
to the bar on Thursday noon,

cause you won't like my
show." Those particular
musical sentiments apply to
Dave's show only.
Now you can stop wondering about CMOR and get

those assignments done. Enjoy.
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Mellow Tunes
by Janet MacLeod
Maybe Tom and ' Angela
didn't rock your socks off if
you caught their act last week
in the Tower Lounge, but then
again, they didn't intend to.
Tom and Angela, a mellow
musical duo, showed students
what they were all about Sept
19 in the Tower Lounge and
Sept 20 in the Voyageur.
If you were expecting
flashing lights, raunchy music
and a hyperactive crowd, you
were probably among the
steady flow of people steadily
flowing out of their range.
Yet, the people wandering
in and out on the performances 'didn't phase the
spunky singers. At one point
Angela joked, "Don't worry,
we're not offended that you're
leaving."
When those expecting a
more intensive rock show were
slowly weeded out, the rest of
the audience was free to sit
back and enjoy the light, easygoing performance. A few
people in the crowd got so carried away as to snap their
fingers, sway their bodies to
the beat and in some cases
even to sing along with Tom
and Angela.
The polished duo serenaded
their audience with a diverse
selection of hits, from a variety
of singing stars. Everything
from Gladys Knight and the
Pips, to Bruce Springstein.

The most satisfying tune the
duo sang was "Heard it
Through the Grapevine" from
the movie The Big Chill.
The vibrant, powerful voice
of Angela Kilman stole the
show. Her clear flexible voice
light up the Tower Lounge and
the Voyageur Lounge during
each performance, while
physical attributes probably
kept some of the more hardcore rockers in attendance for
the duration of Tom and
Angelas' shows.
Tom Dahl was far from an
amateur. His voice and
instrumental efforts complimented Angela, however,
one had the distinct impression Angela was the heartbeat, the life-giving substance
that made the duo work.
Tom and Angela made the
best of the school's environment, especially their performance to food-chompers in
the Voyageur. They said that
they enjoyed the change of
pace and the novelty of the
experience.
They felt comfortable about
their visit to the college,
because their musical set caters
to a wide variety of musical
tastes. Red River contains a
wide variety of students, and
they felt they would fit in.
Tom and Angela gave their
best performance in the Tower
Lounge. They seemed more in
touch with e crowd and

dressed with a touch of class.
Both wore black pants, black
suspenders and shite shirts.
They joked with each other
between songs, but most of the
jokes seemed forced and
unnatural. A stand-up comedy
act would probably go over
better in a place where alcohol
was flowing freely and minds
were not clogged with studies.
Tom and Angela are more
than likely at their best performing in their own territory.
They are a regular feature at
the Bannatyne Alley piano
bar, or at the Rorie Street
Marble Club. They play every
night, except Sunday and if
interested, you can catch their
act between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m.
Tom and Angela were satistying to watch as pure relaxing
entertainment. Definitely a
refreshing alternative to rock
bands and solists, they give
mellow music a better name.

Honeymoon Suite:
Loverboy clones

Dare To Be Different,
Osborne Village's latest
fashion boutique, is far from
daring and not at all different.
Expecting to find leathers and
feathers, I found wool and
polyester.
Four of five nearly empty
racks and a bulletin board of
jewelry and belts made up the
stock. Mother and daughter
owners, Shirley and Jordana
Goldstein, said that new stock
'will be coming in every day.
Hopefully some of that stock
will fill up the empty spaces in
the store.
The boutique is supposed to
have a natural connection with
music. Most customers are expected to be musically
oriented. The decor has obviously tried to make the connection. A guitar-shaped cash
desk and a mannequin display
set up to resemble a rock band
are the only evidence of this
`Rock Connection'. As for the
clothes, I can't remember the
last time I saw any member of
a rock band wear a soft wooly
sweater or a lacy blouse.

Torn and Angela perform in the Lounge.

Dare To Be Different was
opened with intentions of offering Winnipeggers a unique
clothing store. Ex-stripper and
co-owner Jordana Goldstein
found herself travelling to
Montreal and Toronto to get
clothes that were unavailable
here. With that in mind, Jordana and her mother, an exschool teacher, began to plan
the opening of their store
about a year ago. I wouldn't
want to say that they've failed
at their attempt to be different. It's too early for that,
but I do hope some of that
new stock includes unique
clothes. I could have taken
almost any article and placed
it in Woolco and it wouldn't
have looked out of place.
Prices were generally
reasonable, especially on the
jewelry. Printed t-shirts ran
about $18. Those were about
the raunciest and least expensive articles. The rest of the
clothes were conservative.
Dresses, blouses and sweaters
were a little overpriced, not
outrageously though. But in a
shop called Dare To Be Different, I didn't expect to find a
$60 angora sweater. . .in lilac.

The Goldsteins are definitely making an attempt to get in
good with Winnipeggers. Upcoming plans include a video
to be made with local band,
Playground X. Dare To Be
Different will supply the
clothes and models. The video
will be played between sets
wherever the band performs.
Tentative plans for a
'Fashion Show' of sorts are
underway, Jordana Goldstein
said it should take place
sometime in November and
hopefully at the Fort Garry
Hotel. A social evening with a
play in which Dare To Be Different fashions would be used
is her idea. "A simple fashion
show is just too ordinary for
us," she said.
In keeping with the name,
the store has one article which
is different if not daring. a
silver metal top, made of tiny
circles joined together hangs in
the window. a price tag bearing the numbers 950 with a
dollar sign in front of them
was not hanging from it. I
doubt if Winnipeggers are that
daring. . , with their
bankbooks.

Visual Boredom Ruins. Concert
by Jocelyn Elliot

Red Rider:
Lyrical brillance,
visual boredom

Red River Mrs. L's
An
Social
Enjoyable
Scene
Experience
by Randy Kohuch

Dare to be Different:
Disappointingly Dull
by Shel Zolkewich
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During the live concert, timing and precision are
necessities, but of equal importance is the presentation;
communicating the music in a
manner that sparks the interest
and imagination of the audience.
In the musical major league
we note those who work their
collective butts off performing
George
(Springsteen,
Thorogood, The Pretenders),
while others have chosen to
rest upon their laurels (Van
Halen, The Stones). But until
a band attains this measure of
superstardom, their live performances are as crucial as the
initial hunk of vinyl.
Sadly enough, visual
boredom reared its ugly head
during the Red Rider/Honeymoon Suite billing at the
Playhouse Theatre, September
18.
On the surface the shows

had great potential — a topnotch recording act, capacity
crowds, not to mention a
welcome release from the
Acoustic Chamber of Horrors
(known in certain circles as the
Winnipeg Arena).
So what was missing?
Energy — few bands can give
two quality performances in
one night (we tip our hats to
the promoters). But the audience should carry some of the
blame. Why they chose not to
participate remains a mystery,
but the absence of this vital ingredient transformed a potentially explosive event into a
mere spectator sport. The opening act Honeymoon Suite compensated for
their lack of originality with
stage antics guaranteed to
quicken the pulse of any prepubescent female. Nothing
unique, nothing special about
these fresh-faced, leather-clad
Loverboy clones — given the
right promotion they'll be

more than welcome in the
American market.
The real disappointment
was Red Rider. Witness a
group hailed and revered for
their musicianship and lyrical
brilliance play live — offering
all the excitement and ingenuity of the General Motors
assembly line. With four
platinum albums to their
credit as a unit (vocalist Tom
Cochrane released- a (:)to work
a few years back), Red Rider
are veterans of every arena,
club and watering hole north
of the 49th — so the excuse of
inexperience just won't cut.
With the release of this
year's Breaking Curfew
album, Red Rider will strive
for a strong foothold down
South. The degree of this will,
undoubtedly, depend on how
they meet the masses, because
in the American market it's
the flash, not the philosophy,
that makes or breaks you.

by Laura-Lee Saranchuk
Believe it or not, there really
is more to Red River than worries, work and whimpering.
Yes, the good people in
charge of fun and games in the
college are thinking of you and
your social life this October.
Nuhiber one in the starting
line-up is David Wilder,
master illusionist and magician extraordinaire. He will be
appearing in the Tower
Lounge on the fourth and
fifth. Besides a sampling of
sleight of hand, he just might
perform Harry Houdini's
"metamorphosis". This trick
involves a handcuffed assistant locked into a wooden
trunk with a sack over her
head. Then suddenly the assistant is standing in the magician's place. Unlock the trunk
and there he is, complete with
sack and handcuffs. maybe he
can make the Buffalo disapppear and replace it with
Mother Tuckers.
Then on the tenth, ATC
races will- be held on the
RRCC baseball field. If you
wish to enter, be sure to
register in the Tower Lounge
on Oct. 3.
You won't want to miss the
Oktoberfest Beer Bash on the
12th. Ticket go on sale Tuesday Oct 9. Be prepared to fight
for them.
On the 15th and 16th, O.J.
Anderson, the great mime will
perform here at last. He had to
cancel his show on Sept. 26th
and 27th — maybe he had a
bad case of laryngitus.
Where else but at RRCC
could you possibly hope for a
ticket to Oct 19 Jets Game, a
ticket to the Jets social
immediately following and a
chance to meet the Winnipeg
Jets themselves: All for only
11 dollars. An unidentified
live band will be playing the
social and you can't get in
unless you go to the game
first. Get your tickets at ATO
on Oct 3rd. Only 150 will be
available.
Near the end of the month,
the Courtyard Cave will host
an arcade hockey game
tournement. Also coming
sometime during October is
the Dave Mclean four-piece
blues band. Keep an eye on the
Finally, for those of you
who haven't passed out from
the excitement yet, there's the
Hallowee'en Beer Bash on the
26th. This bash is not recommended for the weak of
stomach or faint of heart. It is,
recommended for the empty
of wallet. Cash prizes will be
awarded to the best costumes.
That's it for October.
Remember to scan the next
billboards and an ear on
CMOR for further details.

If you've been looking for a
restaurant that has fine
homemade food, served in a
unique, almost quaint
atmosphere; Mrs. Lipton's for '
you.
This seven year old eatery
located at the corner of Lipton
and Westminster i n
Winnipeg's west end, is well
known for its natural foods
and its homemade credo.
Owner Karen Johannsson
makes everything from bread
to dessert on the premises. Sixteen hour days are not uncommon.
It's menu is varied and
includes hot and cold pita
sandwiches, salads, soups, an
array of burgers, omlettes,
breakfast dishes (served all
day), yogurts, assorted munchies and desserts. All for
under $5.00. They are also
known for their vegetarian
dishes. The pita sandwiches
and omlettes seem to be most
popular. A daily special is also
available ($4.95) as well as a
small but adequate wine list.
On this occasion, soup
started off the meal. It was a
spicey vegetable with ample
veggies and sliced rye
(homemade) bread. Although
it was a little cool it was
delicious.
For the main dish, a chicken
salad pita bun topped with
alfalfa sprouts, tomatoes and
cucumbers was very tasty and
more than enough. It was
served with a mild creamy
coleslaw. A moist carrot cake
topped off an enjoyable meal.
All in all the meal was pleasant and reasonably price,
around $5.00. The old house
in which the restaurant is
located adds tremendously to
the atmosphere and makes for
a rather interesting and
enjoyable meal.
Mrs. Lipton's
962 Westminster
775-6743
Tues. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mon. Closed
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Dancers Off to Good Start
Tedd Robinson, the new artistic director of the company,
choreographed the final dance
called 'Entertainment for Dictators'. If anyone has ever
watched one of Robinson's
creations before he or she will
know they are always unusual
and this one was no exception.
The dancers were wearing
what looked like plastic
shower curtains and swimming
caps. Though it sounds quite
odd, the da- ncing was
enjoyable.

Ruth Cansfield, a dancer
with the company,
choreographed `100 010 Pure
Unsweetened from Concentrate'. De Tomkins was stunning as she danced out the
despair some seople feel in
their lives.

by Andrea Long
.When people think of dance
in Winnipeg, they mostly
think of the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet. Well, another dance
company has been in the city
for 20 years now Contemporary Dancers
Canada.
The company opened their
season last week with a performance called 'New
Directions'. The program
livedup to its name.
It contained five dances,
two of which were
choreographed by company
members. All the dances were
imaginative and distinctive.
'Maps: In A Red City' made
use of red lighting and
dramatic red and black
costumes along with unusual
music. It showed the emotional and physical barriers
found in society.

'The Light at the End of the
Tunnel May be the Other
Train Coming Towards You'
had an Arabic feel brought out
by the dancers' unique
costumes and the music.

All in all, the first performance of the 1984-85 season
of the Contemporary Dancers
was an entertaining one. They
seem no worse for the abrupt
departure of last year's artistic
director, Bill Evans. Tedd
Robinson looks to have things
well in hand, and the company
is off to a good start this
season.

Karen Unsworth and Dana
Nicolay were fantastic in 'But,
I Love You'. The two managed
to progress through all the
stages in a love affair. This
dance was different since at
one point, Unsworth spoke in
Italian to her lover. Traditionally, speech has not been
part of a dance.

WSO Class Show
These days, the symphony's
fund raisers report a surplus in
the budget — something quite
rare for many artistic
organizations. Things are
going so well for our symphony the administration
decided to celebrate.
Last Saturday night the
WSO opened its 1984/85
season with a gala concert,
complete with fashion show
and a reception. The concert
programme began with the
customary overture — this
time it was a piece called "The

by Sandra Brown

It must be nice to have
money. Especially when
you're not used to having cash
to spare. Take the Winnipeg
Symphony Orchestra for
example.
During the last few years the
WSO was reportedly deep in
debt and reduced to the point
of begging from the provincial
government to reduce their
deficit.
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by
Bride"
Bartered
Czechoslovakian composer
Bedrich Smetana.
Soviet-born pianist Mark
Zeltser was a big hit with the
audience, doing some exciting
solo performing during
Rachmaninoff's "Piano Concerto No. 2" in C minor. The
concert part of the evening
ended with Russian composer
Modest Mussorgsky's piano
suite, "Pictures at an Exhibition , " orchestrated by
Maurice Ravel.
The end of the concert
meant the beginning of the
free reception and fashion
show in honor of the WSO's
conductor, Kazuhiro Koizumi.
The crowd of almost 2,000
people gathered on the stairways and crowded the main
floor of the concert hall to
watch the exhibit of fall
fashions courtesy of the Bay.
It was definitely a class
show. Everything from
neutral, natural beiges and
browns to neon reds, purples,
and blues. The highlight? The
fur collection, and the man
behind me who kept telling his
wife that, "no, you can't have
a mink coat till we finish paying for the house..."

13ifteltwood. 1401VIDA. STORE
Because you expect more!
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Advice From Babba
Dear Babba,
I've had a few problems
over the years and often
thought about ending my life,
but never really got around to
it. You see, I quit my job to
come back to school and am
pretty busy with homework.
But that's not my problem.
About a year ago, in the
depths of my despair I met
someone with similar problems. After endless discussion
we decided to commit suicide
together because we saw no
alternative. We made a date
but J.W. had to back out last
minute to attend a cousin's
wedding. Well, lately, I've
been thinking about postponing the big event because
things are going better for me
right now. But J.W. still wants
to do it (the sooner the better)
and I feel a lot of pressure to
honor my previous commitment. What should I do? Go
for it, or disappoint J.W.?
signed, To do or not to do.
Dear to do,
I am certainly happy to hear
that you are feeling better
about life. But you have a big
decision ahead of you and it
would be very wise not to stall
any longer. Have you told
J.W. how you feel? Get your
feelings out in the open and
discuss the matter. Maybe
once J.W. hears you out
he/she will decide to keep the
old fires burning too. Or your
friend will have to find
another partner. Don't back
down! You're doing the right
thing.
Dear Babba,
I never thought I'd be
writing to you, but here goes. I
am a well adjusted, good looking, financially secure young
man. (You're probably

wondering what kind of problems a person like me could
have.) Actually, it's not me
who has the problem. It's my
friends. They just don't seem
to like me. I really can't figure
it out, especially since I have
lots of money, get good grades
and am very smart. And on
top of all that, I'm really a
nice guy. I just lent some guy
in my class ten bucks last week
for one of our texts. He has to
pay me back twelve-fifty by
Monday or I'll blow up his
car, but I think that's being
reasonable. So what do you
think? Are they jealous of me?
Should I stop telling them how
much money my dad gives me
every week, or should I carry
on as usual. Could you
possibly suggest some good
conversational topics for me
to discuss besides money?
That's the only thing I really
know about, and no one in my
class seems to share the same
interest as I do.
signed, $$$$$$$$$$$$
P.S. Could you please
answer this in the paper — I
can't afford to spend the
thirty-two cents for a return
envelope.
P.P.S. Do you think it's
wierd for me to still have the
first dollar 1 made?

Dear MSS,
I don't see any hope for
you. (You should meet my
son-in-law, the dance instructor — he's just like you.) My
only suggestion is to write to
this paper and get the address
of the person signed "To do or
not to do" in the above letter,
and ask him/her to put you in
touch with J.W. You might
find the answer to all your
problems.

by Ingrid Tymm

Problems? Hangups? Bad habits?
Write to Babba '0
Riley, care of the
Projector. Deposit
all letters in Projector envelope in
S.A. office.

The Big Bad Being
by Collin Friesen
Waitress: "But if this
thing is trying to kill
people, why is the mayor
trying to keep it quiet?"
Detective: "Potatoes."
Waitress: "Potatoes?"
Detective: "Around here, that
means big money!"
I have seen many a bad film
in my time. I have seen movies
so poor that entire audiences
have stood up, en masse, and
walked out. I have seen movies
so incredibly awful that I
would not force convicted
child molesters to sit through
them. Having said all of this,
and hopefully having
established myself as some
sort of expert on bad films, I
will state for the record; I have
never seen a film so pitifully
poor as "The Being".

ble mutation, which the movie
poster bills as "The Ultimate
Terror", is eating the people
of Potsville, Idaho. There is
only one man who can save the
Potsvillians. His name is Lutz
(Rexx Coltraine). Lutz realizes
there is something wrong when
he finds the Ulitimate Terror,
U.T. for short, hiding under
his bed. Unfortunately the evil
Mayor (Jose Ferrer) refuses to
believe the good detective.

There aren't enough adjectives in the English language to
describe it.

The silliness of the film is
beyond words. There are holes
in the plot you could drive a
magic wagon through and
enough shoddy special effects
to turn you off of green food
coloring forever. (The
ultimate terror drips green
slime where ever he goes). By
the end of the film even the
dumbest movie goer will have
got the message; when you see
green slime dripping out of the
car stereo, the driver is about
to lose some internal organs.
Not a profound lesson to be
gained from the cinema, but
certianly a valuable one.

The 'story' goes something
like this. In the first scene a
young boy, playing in a nuclear
disposal area, is decapitated
by a one eyed rabid octopus.
From this point on, the film
goes down hill. As it turns out,
(surprise, surprise) some horri-

It is tough to say whether
the creators of this piece of
regurgatory garbage intended
for it to run as a comedy or an
actual thriller. It does have
moments when it appears that
a joke is being made. Some of
the disembowelled scenes have

a semi-humerous flavour to
them, but no real, pardon the
pun, belly laughs. On
whichever plane it was supposed
to work, it failed. Its only
hope for profit could be found
in re-releasing it years from
now as a bizzare cult film.
Maybe it could cut it on a double bill with "Reefer
Madness"? Who knows.
The only surprise of the film
is finding Ruth Buzzi playing
the mayors wife. The last time
we saw her was in "Surf 11",
an almost equally demanding
role as the mother of a punk
rock surfer. The acting can be
compared with the sound
track; long and drawn out.
The only exception being
U.T., who carries off his
drool-smash-eat-drip part as
well as any one eyed mutant
every has in the history of
modern cinema.
To even bother to rate this
thing would be useless. The
only experience that it compares favorably to is having
your thumb slammed in a car
door. And even that can be
more entertaining if you do it
right.
The Being: Towne Cinema
7:30 and 9:30 rated R

Radio comedy is great
because you can sit back in
your pyjamas, leisure suit, or
seat belt and let your imagination do the work.
On the other hand, the
visual dimension of a crazy
comedy movie like "All of
Me" is well worth the effort of
going out in public.
It starts as an average,
could-be-anybody story. We
meet Roger Cobb (Steve Martin), a 38-year old lawyer who
has decided to give up playing
part-time jazz, take a stab at
marriage, and get a partnership in a law firm.
Edwina Cutwater (Lily
Tomlin) is introduced as a
client, and we are drawn further into the enjoyment of a
preposterous storyline. She's
wealthy enough to have golden
toilet-paper rolls, but unfortunately her poor old heart has
her expecting death on a
moment's notice.
To buy a better life, she
plans to move her spirit to
another person at the moment
of death. Her Will is set so
that her bucks go with her to
the new body. She imports a
Tibetan guru complete with
bedsheet, robes and big, googly
eyes, to put her dead sould
into a bowl. The soul in the
bowl is to go to the stable
master's daughter, Terry
Hoskins (Victoria Hoskins).
As silly ol' fate would have
it, our leading man happens to
be passing by as the soul in the
bowl is accidentally knocked
out the window.
The visual comedy action
begins when Edwina takes
over the right sideof his body.
In one of Steve Martin's best
comedy sequences, he walks,
talks, drives and takes a leak
with the two sides of his body
feuding hilariously. Edwina's
character continues using
Cobb's mannerisms and is
only seen when he looks into a
mirror.
They search for the guru to
reverse the situation to the
original plan but find that
Terry has tried to send him
home. Cobb and Edwina
become closer as a team and
romance begins to spark as
they go after the blonde vixen.
She never intended to dump
her spirit, but quickly attaches
it to the inherited wealth.
The silliness continues as
Cobb and his better half, the
guru, and a blind saxaphone
player take the run of the
estate in the search for Terry.
Steve Martin, that wild and
crazy guy, doles out laughs to
every person in the audience
with his kooky styles. For
Tomlin's comparatively
smaller part, her smiling sharp
comedy contributes largely to
the fun.
The writers have given these
two the benefit of an original,
well timed comedy script. It is
the presentation of their work
that makes it real, though.
It'll be a while before this
movie comes out in rent-avideo style. All of Me is in
theatres at a perfect time of
year. Right now, we are packing away memories of carefree
summer and heading into the
chipper, sun-sets-at-supper
season of fall. All of Me has
great laughs and a zany style,
like a shot of well-needed summer sun.

Tasteful Controversy NINJA III
by Laura-Lee Saranchuk
Abortion: Stories From
North and South is not, as one
might expect, a heavy-handed
sermon either for or against
abortion.
It was written and directed
by Gail Singer; the same
woman who brought the film
"Loved, Honoured and Bruised"
into so many classrooms. *
Abortion, etc. is dealth with in
a universal rather than personal manner.
The film takes you around
the world to examine the problems of abortion and how
different cultures cope with
them. It begins in Ireland,
where abortion is illegal under
any circumstances. Ireland
also has no sex education in
the formal sense. therefore,
there is no lack of unwanted
pregnancies. Through an
actual case study we are shown
the terrible isolation a woman
feels in making the choice to
abort her pregnancy.
The history of abortion,
chronicled in the film is an
interesting one. The acceptance
and leglity of abortion has had
many ups and downs through
the ages. In prehistoric times,
tribes resorted to infanticide to
keep their numbers small. In
the 19th and 20th centuries,
the church put large families in
style again. The blessing of
many children was also a great
source of cheap labour. The
theme of this film is obvious
throughout; abortion is not
new.
The film goes on to examine
the situaion in Peru, where
abortion and birthcontrol are
illegal. Then, onwards to
Thailand. Although abortion
is illegal, massive incentives
are given for vasectomies and
tubal ligations. A common

Unlikethsarwo,

New Year's wish in this country is 'increased productivity
and subdued fertility'.
Moving on to Tokyo, abortion is a taboo and pornography is the only available
sexual information.
Meanwhile, in Canada,
abortion is legal if a hospital
committee determines that the
woman' health is in danger.
All very noble and wellintentioned except half of
Candaian hospitals have no
such committees. Although
Canada prides itself on having
the ,best medical care
technology ollows, it is not
available to women who
decide to have an abortion.
The film stresses the fact that
laws or no laws, women will
have abortions and should
have the right to proper
medical care.
The last country on the tour
is Columbia. The church is
powerful here and women are
still taught that sex is a duty
and birth control is sinful.
Infanticide is a major problem.
Many unwanted children are
turned out into the streets to
fend for themselves.
Abortion: Stories From
North and South is a sensitive,
enlightening documentary. No
judgement is pressed on the
cultures examined. The facts
are presented, the problems
documented; the people of
each country speak from their
hearts into the microphone.
This film's most important
message is that abortion is a
worldwide everyday occurrence which transcends race,
religion and social status.
Abortion: Stories From
North and South opens at
Cinema Main on Oct 2nd and
runs until Oct 8th. Don't miss
this worthwhile film experience.
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by Robbi Goitsman
*I have to be honest with
you. When I was asked to
review Ninja III, The Domination, I was not particularly
enthusiastic. After being
informed by a classmate that it
was a martial arts film, I was
even less so (my knowledge of
martial arts is that it involves a
lot of kicking and shouting
and has something to do with
Japan). To my surprise and
delight, I left the almost empty
theatre thoroughly entertained.
Lucinda Dickey is alternately sweet, seductive and
ferocious in her role of
Christie. An independent
woman, she is unknowlingly
inhabited by a Japanese spirit
named Ninja. Under his influence, she commits a string of
police murders to avenge the
deaths of a Japanese gang
murdered in a shoot-out. Her
lover/policeman/co-star
discovers, through his
attempts to help rid her of this
demon, that the only one
capable of destroying a Ninja,
is another Ninja. Naturally.
This Japanese jigsaw eventually leads to a meeting of the
Ninjas, who dramatically
display their martial arts skills
atop a craggy mountaintop,
for Christie and her handsome
hunk.
Echoes of the exorcist
resound from the screen as
Dickey is thrown around her
room and repeatedly spun in
the air by her sadistic tenant.
The violence, though at times
excessive, is tastefully handled
and the sex is minimal. One
scene involving a boy, a girl
and a can of tomato juice, is
particularly memorable.
There is a tense moment in
the film when Christie, in the
guise of Ninja, is about to
bring a sword down upon her
lover's neck. The audience
gasps as the sword stops inches
from the frightened face, reinforcing the not-too-subtle
theme of the film — the power
of love over evil — in case you
didn't catch it.
In spite of these moments,
Ninja III succeeds because it
doesn't take itself too seriously.
Go for the incredible martial arts display alone.
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Bougy
Rouge
Opens
by Shel Zolkewich
The touch of class reaches
out at you upon entering The
Bougy Rouge Cafe, Osborne
Village's newest restaurant.
It's everything you'd expect
from a classy restaurant, except the tab. The decor is
crisp, the atmosphere pleasant, the service efficient and
polite, and the food superb.
All this for a minimal price.
To start with, the decor is
representative of uptown New
York. Alternating red and
green tables and chairs are indescribably eye-catching. The
wall covering and pictures
tone down the striking red and
green. Altogether, the effect
was clean and comfortable.
Now for the food, after all,
that'S what restaurants are
made for. The Bougy Rouge
Cafe offers a menu that
challenges the likes of Bertram's or Dubrovnik's. The
unique variety of appetizers,
soups, salads, entrees, and
desserts taste as good as they
sound.
The lunch menu varies only
slightly from the dinner menu,
both offering appetizers such
as saffron mussels, quenelles
of lobster, and Camembert
"Florentine". Soups include
crab bisque, fresh cream of
tomato, or soup du jour. The
salads, Nicoise, Caesar,
chef's, or seafood are served
up fresh and crisp. If the entrees impress you on paper,
they'll astound you on the
plate. Pa ':a, a Spanish classic
with saffron rice, chicken and
mussels is only one of nine
mouth-watering dinner
choices. For the final touch,
the desserts are not on the
menu, but if you ask, you'll
receive a treat in keeping with
the rest of the menu.
When you get the food,
there's no sending back for
corrections, disappointments,
or accidents. Everything is
served hot and in perfect
form. The cream of tomato
soup is a must. Thick and hot
and of course, tasting great.
The fillet of Trout is unique as
far as a serving fish goes. The
pastry wrap and thick sauce
was a tasty touch. Little extras
like think-sliced stir-fried carrots and beans and deep fried
crab rolls are nice plate fillers.
The desserts are different,
such as a chocolate cookie
cake surrounded in fresh
whipped cream._
The dinner menu offers'
your choice of appetizer,
soup, salad, entree, dessert,
and cheese all for $14.00. For
that price, couldn't you be
persuaded to try something
like veal terrine for starters,
followed by the crab bisque
soup, a Caesar salad, and
lamb "Dijonaise"? By the
way, the white house wine is
excellent.
The lunch entree portions
are not for the man who's used
to the Hungry Man's Dinner
at Joe's Bar and Grill. They
may be on the small side, but
after appetizers that are more
than satisfying, the entrees are
just right. The Bougy Rouge
Cafe has no obvious flaws.
Success is expected as a reward
for this unique dining experience.
If you have trouble finding
the place, it used to be Portico's, and before that, The
Arches. If all else fails, the address is 112-B Osborne Street.
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Black Tie
Sweatshirt
by Shel Zolkewich
Valentino's Nite Spot is a .
roseinagdfulws.
Trucks and trains roaring by,
the recently renovated pub at
the Continental Motor Hotel
rests amidst the industrial
smog. Valentino's looks like it
should be in the heart of Tuxedo instead of in the heart of
McPhilips industrial section.
The clash is, as obvious as a
black bow tie on a sweatshirt.
Perhaps Valentino's is having an identity crisis because
of the location versus ap
pearance conflict. A free'
champagne lunch was part of
the grand opening. Present
were businessmen and truckers
and almost everything in between. The decor is definitely
for the businessmen, as well as
the champagne. The stripper
was for the truckers.
Somehow, champagne and
strippers just don't make good
bedfellows.
As mentioned, the decor is
faultless. Light grey carpeting
is set off by a pleasant splash
of pale green upholstry and
table tops. One wall sports a
mirrored background for the
giant Valentino's logo in pink
neon. The organization is immaculate. A fairsized, duellevelled dance floor is surrounded by tables. A second
level exists in front of the neon
sign. In the centres of three
walls there are walk-up bars.
Barmaids also cruise around if
you prefer to remain seated.
The forth wall provides an
electronic niche for the deejay.
The most outstanding
feature of the docor is the light
show. It's not your average
one strobe couple of flashing
lights. Instead, the ceiling
becomes a whirling rainbow of
pink, green, blue and orange
neon bars and that's just the
beginning. Virtually hundreds
of stationary colored lights are
arranged in immaculate
geometric order. The central
fixture is breathtaking. A
multi-sided bar of about
twelve strobes per side rates
from a ceiling pin; spinning
like a paint roller. It's
brilliant, dazzling and compliments the music like no
other bar in the city can.
The prices are not as
outrageous as one might expect by the decor. Daytime
prices are: beer - $1.20,
draught - $.60, liquor - $1.75,
and cocktails - $2.50. Night
prices go up $.85 on beer, $.15
on draught, and $.35 on liquor. Cocktails remain at
$2.50. Valentino's offers a few
unique drinks. A Tootsie Roll
or a Tiger's Tail will be
available as soon as the ingredients arrive.
Valentino's is a class act,
just like the champagne, carnations and male stripper they
presented on Ladies Night.
The success or failure of
Valentino's as Winnipeg's hottest new night spot will depend
on the crowd that finally settles there. Formerly Corky's, a
few remnants of the old place
and image still remain. The
bathrooms and the truckers.
Once they "renovate", they
should have a glowing financial report.
As for the particulars,
Valentino's is located at 550
McPhilips, that's no where
near the Canadiana, and is
open till 1:00 a.m. The music
is obviously top 40 but the deejay is willing to take requests.
Check it out for the light show
if nothing else.
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Join the Clubs
by Lorne Stelmach
Red River offers several
clubs to it's students. Along
with the Taekwondo Club,
there also is a rifle club, a badminton club, and Great
Shapes Aerobic Workouts.

D ARROWS WILL

The Rifle Club uses the
range at the St. James Civic
Centre Saturday afternoons,
beginning in Mid-October until the end of March. New
members are given instruction
in shooting, and all members
take part in competition
within the club and against
other clubs. In the past,
members have gone on to
compete provincially and nationally with good results.
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The club does have three
good target rifles to use, but
members should provide their
own firearms if possible. It is
not a requirement for
membership. A small membership fee may be charged if the
club membership decides to
charge it. The first meeting
will be held on Tuesday, October 16, at four p.m. in the
North Gym.
The Badminton club runs in
the North Gym on Tuesday
nights from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.
Although it is held in conjunction with the varsity tryouts,
beginnerf are welcome. Any

interested students can get
more information from Jack
Kaplan in the North Gym.
The Great Shapes Aerobic
Workouts are offered by
Nancy Moore, and they are
held every Monday and
Wednesday in the South Gym
from 4:30 to. 5:30 p.m. Sessions last eight weeks, and the
cost is 25 dollars for 8 classes,
once a week, and 40 dollars
for 16 classes, twice a week.
A survey done last year
showed that many students
were interested in taking part
in some activity after four
p.m. Well, now there is
something.
A co-ed volleyball league
will run Wednesday from four
to six p.m. Any interested
students should register immediately in the North Gym.
The number of students who
register will determine how
many teams there will be.
Teams could be made up from
anywhere in the college. The
deadline for entrys is Friday,
October 5.
A cribbage tournament is
going to be held during October in the North Gym. More
than one level of competition
will beoffered, and the entry
deadline is October 12.

Learn to Lose
by Lorne Stelmach

c1kiric A

Weight control, a favorite
pastime of many people, will
be the subject of a noon hour
presentation on Tuesday, October 2 and Thursday, October 4.
Jack Kaplan will be presenting the lecture which will include a film. It will run twice
each day - 11:00 to 11:45 a.m.
and 12:00 noon to 12:45 p.m.
in the White Lecture Theatre.
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Any group of 15 or more
people who would like a
presentation at a different
time must see the lecturer a
week before the presentation.
The next noon hour presentation is scheduled for Tuesday, October 9 and Thursday,
October 11 in the White Lecture Theatre. The times are the
same, and the lecturer again
will be Jack Kaplan. The topic
will be nutrition, and a film
will also be presented.

Tae Kwon Do Club
by Lorne Stelmach
Have you ever wanted to
learn popular martial art
Taekwondo? The Red River
Community College Taekwondo Club offers a professional
instruction and three different
program levels for interested
students.
The first program is a traditional Taekwondo class
designed for those who are
serious students of Taekwondo. It places emphasis on such
areas as achieving maximum
flexibility and conditioning,
and training for tournament
sparring.
The second program is a
general Taekwondo program
designed for the average student. Members will set their
own goals and choose individual interests within the
course outline. It will emphasize such areas as basic
kicking and punching, in-

by Lorne Stelmach

dividual flexibility, self
defense, and better coordination.
The third program is an introductory course in self
defense for women. It has
been specifically designed for
women, and it is divided into
two areas.
The first area covers preventative techniques, and it emphasizes avoiding dangerous
situations by using mental and
physical techniques. The second area covers physical
defense, and it emphasizes
physical contact and tachniques disigned specifically for
women.
Classes are held every Tuesday and Thursday from 4:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the South
Gym, which is located in
Building A. Supervised practice time is also available on
Saturdays. All interested
students are encouraged to
come out to the classes.

Lunchtime Volleyball

Amazing
Gymnasiums
by Lorne Stelmach
Red River Community College has one of the largest
gyms in Manitoba, yet many
students do not make use of its
many facilities and services.
The North Gym, located in
Building G, has courts for
basketball, volleyball, badminton, team handball, and
tennis. It also houses the
physical education department
offices, as well as dressing
rooms and a towel and equipment service.
Students can get towels and
equipment from the equipment counter by using their
student cards. All equipment
has to be returned the same
day it is taken out.
Lockers for members of the
varsity teams are located in the
team dressing rooms. Lockers
in the regular dressing rooms
are available to all students
and staff who use the gym
facilities on a regular basis.
The lockers are on a computer system, so any lockers
used must be registered with
the equipment manager.
Lockers may be used for the
entire year, but any locks left
on past the middle of June,
1985 will be removed. Any

locks not registered will also
be removed.
The mezzanine floor of the
North Gym has a fitness area
that contains a universal gym
and a weightroom. There also
are four exercise cycles
available for use. Any students
or staff who want to use these
facilities have to attend an
orientation session. You will
then be given a card that
allows you to use the equipment. Orientation sessions are
held each Tuesday at 11 a.m.
and 12 and 1 p.m.
The mezzanine floor also
contains the athletic injuries
clinic, table tennis tables, and
bleachers.
The South Gym, located in
Building A, contains a banked
indoor track and a stage area.
It also has courts for basketball, volleyball, badminton,
floor hockey, and tennis. A
mini universal gym is located
there.
Weekly schedules for the
North and South Gyms are
posted on the bulletin boards
in the gyms. The gym hours
are Monday through Tursday
from eight a.m. to nine p.m.;
and Fridays from eight a.m. to
four p.m.

Therapy Program
by Lorne Stelmach
Rob Young, the Athletic
Therapist here at Red River,
will be teaching the first level
of an athletic therapy program
on Sunday, October 14.
The first level, called
"Athletic First Aider", will
cover such areas as prevention, protective equipment,
common injuries, and
immediate first aid.
It lasts eight hours and the
fee is 15 dollars. It will run
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
minimum enrollment will be
15, and the maximum will be
20. Students and staff have
priority, but people outside
the college will be able to
enroll if there are openings.
The fee includes a level one
manual, and upon completion
of the first level, a level one
certificate will be issued to
you. Anyone interested can
register with Rob Young on
the mezzanine floor in the
North Gym.

The Red River varsity
hockey team will be holding
tryouts over the next couple of
weeks for any students interested in playing on the
team.
The first tryouts will be held
on Tuesday, October 2 from
5:10 to 6:10 p.m. for players
whose last names begin with
letters A to M. The next
tryouts are on Thursday, October 4 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
for players whose last names
begin with letters N to Z.
Keewatin Arena is the site for
the tryouts on both of those
days.
A third tryout will be held
on Tuesday, October 9 from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Old Ex
Arena.
Regestration is also being
accepted in the North Gym for
the varsity curling team. Any
interested students should put
their names on the registration
list as soon as possible. More
information can be obtained
from Roy Pollock in the North
Gym.

Your
Racket?
by Jack Kaplan
Tryouts are now underway
for the Red River varsity badminton team. The team will be
made up of four men and four
women, as well as a back-up
reserve of at least two more
players.
If you are going to be returning to the college next year,
you can train with this years
team even if you don't make
the team. The extra year of
training and competition may
provide you with the skills
necessary to make the team
next year.
Tryouts are open to all
students interested in being a
part of the team and becoming
a skilled, competitive player.
Tryouts are held on Tuesdays
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Further information can be
obtained from Jack Kaplan in
the North Gym.

YUKON JACK ATIACW3.
The Bear Bite.
S

queeze the juice of a
quartered lime over ice.
Throw in 1 1/2 ounces of
Yukon Jack, top it up with
cola and you'll have trapped
the Bear Bite. Inspired
in the wild, midst the
damnably cold, this, the
/ black sheep of Canadian
liquors, is Yukon Jack.
%Om ft it S

The black sheep of Canadian liquors. Concocted with fine CanadianWhisky
For more Yukon Jack recipes write: MORE YUKON JACK RECIPES,
Box 2710, Postal Station "LK' Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5P1.
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